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1.1 Optimization of Network Behavior

While applications demand certain characteristics from network services being offered,
these dedicated sen/ices enable a gain of the application. Driven by, e.g., the
specification of availability, QoS, service differentiation, or services classes, potential
results determine a controlled service. As noted above, technical means to control the
load have to be extended by economic means, mainly by an incentive-compatible
pricing approach. In general, economic measures show the major characteristic of
scalability with respect to large numbers of users and applications. Although, many
pricing schemes exist, it must be investigated which ones are effective and which ones
are efficient, combining economic Pareto efficiency as well as technical implementation
efficiency within a packet-based network.
During the design of such economic mechanisms, two important design principles
have to be applied. The first one is called end-to-end argument and addresses the
minimization of effort within the network. In addition, potentially required functionality
should be synthesized at network edges. The second one determines that any
contractual interface required, which is well known in the technical area as a Service
Level Agreement (SLA), has to be enhanced by economic parameters, which apply a
strict one-to-one interface between customer and provider or between providers. This
approach avoids third party dependencies and commercial models, and supports
standard negotiation or re-negotiation schemes.

1.2 Structure of this Brief Overview

Section 2 discusses briefly the state of the art in Internet pricing. Based on these
observations the "Trilemma" of Internet pricing is formulated, a generic tariff model
defined, and the new Cumulus Pricing Scheme (CPS) outlined. Finally, Section 3
summarizes the work and projects future areas of important issues in the field of
economic-technical mechanism co-existence in networking.

The determination of prices for Internet services has become an issue, since the
central funding of the Internet infrastructure has ceased during the early 90s of the last
century and a commercial deployment possibility for infrastructure and services had to
be found. In addition, the widespread use of Internet services at home and companies
required pricing models. In principle, two different models exist to solve this issue, and
an additional technical approach.
On one hand, flat fees define a pricing scheme, which is resource independent. It is
quite simple and its establishment between two parties can be performed at minimal
effort, either for the customer as well as for the provider. However, the drawback is
given by the fact that not a single incentive is provided, which may limit the use of the
resource being offered, mainly bandwidth or volume of data. Therefore, a time-wise
assignment happens and this is based on the patience of the user, but not on a social
valuation of such service.
On the other hand, usage-based schemes value resources in a much finer detail, while
the service differentiation is driven by the valuation of these sen/ices. This clear
advantage with respect to economic efficiency is counter-parted by the fact that
resource allocation schemes are required. Though this drawback is not that stringent,
the need to see fine-grained measurement and accounting technology in operation
places a much higher technical effort on the provider.
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2.2 Generic Tariff Model

2.3 The Cumulus Pricing Scheme
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concept no dedicated metric to be applied solely, although the volume and the
bandwidth a user may utilize during communications states a well-known example.
First of all, customer and ISP are supposed to agree on a contract specifying the
expected user requirements, e.g., in terms of bandwidth. Additionally, a flat rate to be
paid for this type of service is negotiated as well. Following this agreement, the real
usage may not match the prediction given by the customer, for whatever reason, be it
an incorrect statement, changing habits, or new applications. As soon as these
discrepancies exceed different thresholds, the customer receives the CP feedback.
They particularly exist as red and green flags: a red CP indicates that the customer
has been overusing his capacities, a green one indicates the opposite, i.e. that the
customer might have been allowed to use more resources than he actually did. The
larger the discrepancy between contract and reality, the more CPs may be assigned.
CPs remain valid for a dedicated number of consecutive charging intervals, and it is
their accumulation over longer time periods that finally triggers consequences. Hence,
receiving CPs requires no immediate reaction. However their successive accumulation
over consecutive intervals eventually may exceed a negotiated CP threshold and will
have consequences for the customer, depending on ISP policies.
Figure 3 describes a typical example of how CPs are used [3]. Customer C has stated
his expected bandwidth requirements to be x MB/s, but the actual bandwidth
consumption exceeds the agreed upon one slightly in January and heavily in February.
Accordingly, the consumer receives one red CP at the end of January and two
additional red CPs at the end of February. Afterwards, his consumption falls below the
expected value (one green CP in March), before it behaves exactly according to the
contract in April (which is apparently the ideal situation). Later on, in May and June this
value is exceeded again. The accumulation of the CPs as of end of June sums up to
five red CPs and eventually requires a re-negotiation of the original contract.

 CPS Example (taken from [3])

The design and prototypical implementation of the CPS scenario in the environment of
an Internet Charging System (ICS) [7] revealed that CPS could be implemented into
the structure of this ICS, as any other volume-based or flat fee scheme. Due to its
modular design and the simplicity of the CPS concept, it was possible to create a
highly scalable and configurable charging scenario for IP traffic, since all components
of the ICS have been distributed across the IP test-bed. The respective traffic sampling
and charging intervals of CPS have been varied. Additionally, to obtain a customer-
oriented interface, a CPS-Customer HTML-based interface class has been
implemented providing the necessary feedback signals for customers and providers
being important for the CPS feedback mechanism. Experiments performed on a
FreeBSD test-bed verified the feasibility of the CPS concept for a real networking
environment and reached a good performance with respect to the test-bed's
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